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ABSTRACT
In the field of video analysis and processing, object tracking
is attracting more and more attention especially in traffic
management, digital surveillance and so on. However prob-
lems such as objects’ abrupt motion, occlusion and complex
target structures would bring difficulties to academic study
and engineering application. In this paper, a fragments-
based tracking method using the block relationship coef-
ficient is proposed. In this method, we use particle fil-
ter algorithm and object region is divided into blocks ini-
tially. The contribution of this method is that object fea-
tures are not extracted just from a single block, the rela-
tionship between current block and its neighbor blocks are
extracted to describe the variation of the block. Each block
is weighted according to the block relationship coefficient
when the block is voted on the most matched region in next
frame. This method can make full use of the relationship
between blocks. The experimental results demonstrate that
our method can provide good performance in condition of
occlusion and abrupt posture variation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Object tracking has become the research hotspot in the field
of computer vision, and is widely used in traffic manage-
ment, digital surveillance, intelligent city and so on. How-
ever, problems such as occlusion, illumination variation and
complex background would influence the performance of ob-
ject tracking [1]. In order to get a high tracking accuracy,
researchers have been putting forward lots of algorithms [2]
[3] to overcome illumination variation and occlusions in the
surveillance video. Traditional methods based on target
pattern-matching search [4] regard targeted object track-
ing as a local pattern matching optimization problem. As
the classic method of target pattern-matching tracking al-
gorithm, Mean shift algorithm [5] is suitable for real-time

tracking on account of its convergence. But the weak re-
sponse to the size change of target limits the development
of this method. Another traditional method based on fil-
ter theory transmits the targeted object tracking into the
Bayesian theory framework [6]. It uses prior probability
which is known previously to forecast the maximum pos-
terior probability of the targeted object. Kalman filter al-
gorithm [7] has a good performance dealing with the linear,
Gaussian and single-model tracking task, while particle filter
algorithm [8] [9] is suitable for nonlinear and non-Gaussian
tracking. Particle filter has no special requirements for sys-
tem model and it can keep the multimodal distribution of
state. So particle filter is widely used in tracking field.

As is known to all, the accuracy of tracking can be greatly
influenced by occlusion and the posture variation of the ob-
ject. In order to reduce the bad impact of occlusion and pos-
ture variation in tracking process, experts proposed plenty
of efficient methods. For example, Yang C proposed object
tracking method based on a new metric [10] which mea-
sures the similarity of the target region and candidate re-
gion. This metric instead of the Bhattacharyya coefficient,
with the color density and space information of the target
region considered. Later Adam. A [11] divided the targeted
object into several blocks with the same size, then calculated
the color histogram of each block and searched for the most
matched block in the candidate region of next frame. After
the most matched blocks are found, they are weighted and
voted on the possible position of the object in next frame.
This method improves the accuracy of tracking in condi-
tion of occlusion. However, it costs big computations and
it doesn’t make full use of the relationship between each
blocks.

In this paper, we propose a new fragments-based tracking
algorithm. The object region is divided into several blocks
with the same size, and then color histogram of each block is
extracted as the feature. After that we calculate the Bhat-
tacharyya coefficient of color histogram between current and
its neighbor blocks. Candidate region of next frame is also
divided into blocks and the Bhattacharyya coefficient of each
block and its neighbor blocks are calculated. Then compare
the variation of Bhattacharyya coefficient of block between
object region and candidate region, and set the weight of
each block according to the variation. This method can
make full use of the relationship between blocks, and it
can have a good performance in condition of occlusion and
abrupt posture variation. Experimental results show this
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method is robust and provides high accuracy.

2. FRAGMENT-BASED TRACKING ALGO-
RITHM USING PARTICLE FILTER

2.1 Particle filter
Particle filter is mainly used to track the motion target in
condition of nonlinear and non-Gaussian, on account of its
robustness against with the complex background. Particle
filter uses several discrete particles to represent the main
distributions of target location nearby. In the framework of
Bayesian filter, as observed characters Zt = {Z1, Z2, ..., Zt}
are known, then the posterior distribution can be updated
recursively by current state. Formula (1) is shown as below.

p(Xt | Zt) = kp(Zt | Xt)p(Xt | Zt−1)

= kp(Zt | Xt)

∫
(p(Xt | Xt−1)p(Xt−1 | Zt−1))

(1)

where, p(Zt | Xt) represents the measurement model with
motion model expressed by p(Xt | Xt−1) . In the pro-
cess of particle filter, posterior probability p(Xt | Zt−1)
can approximately become the collection of weighted sample

{X(i)
t−1, w

(i)
t−1}Ni=1 by recursively computation. Shown as

p(Xt | Zt) ≈ kp(Zt | Xt)

N∑
i=1

w
(i)
t−1p(Xt | X(i)

t−1) (2)

The procedure of particle filter algorithm is shown as below
[12].
Step1. Initialization. Extract the particle collection for prior

probability p(X0) to generate the {X(i)
0 , w

(i)
0 }Ni=1, with time

k equals to 1.

Step2. Sampling. For i=1,2,...,N, we sampleX
(i)
k from p(X

(i)
k |

X
(i)
k−1) to estimate the new weight value w

(i)
k = p(Zk | X(i)

k )
, then normalize the weight value according to the formula
(3) below.

w
(i)
k =

w
(i)
k∑N

j=1 w
(i)
k

, i = 1, 2, ..., N (3)

Step3. Output. Collection of particle {X(i)
k , w

(i)
k }Ni=1 which

can be used to estimate the posterior probability p(Xk | Zk)
is exported in this step.

Step4. Resampling. Use probability w
(i)
t to resample the

particle X
(i)
k to get the independent and identically dis-

tributed random particleX
(i)
k which can approximately obey

the distribution of p(Xt | Zk).
Step5. k=k+1, switch to step 2.

2.2 Block relationship matched tracking al-
gorithm

In the field of object tracking, the region of targeted ob-
ject is normally expressed by a rectangle or a ellipse. After
the region of targeted object is defined in the first frame,
the feature of this region is extracted and used as the met-
ric for searching the most matched region in the following
frames. However, the targeted object region may contain
lots of background information which reduces the accuracy

of extracted feature for describing the object. This leads to
the error in searching the most matched region, so the idea
of blocking [13] can solve this problem by reduce the weight
of background blocks while blocks are voted for the most
matched region.

In order to increase the adaption of our method, the tar-
geted object region is divided into several 8×8, 16×16 and
32×32blocks according to the region size. If the object re-
gion size is big, then we divide it into 32×32 blocks. On the
contrary, the region would be divided into 8×8 blocks while
its size is small.

In traditional fragments-based tracking algorithms, the fea-
ture of blocks in the candidate region in next frame is ex-
tracted and matched with the feature extracted from target
region. If the feature can be well matched, the weight of
this block would be increased while blocks are voted on the
possible position of targeted object in next frame. The dis-
advantage of traditional fragments-based tracking algorithm
is that they only extract the feature from one block with the
relationship between neighbor blocks ignored. As we know,
the feature information is got from large numbers of pixels
not a single pixel. Similarly, in the process of fragments-
based tracking method, the feature of single block cannot
provide enough information. Relationship between neigh-
bor blocks should be considered for a good description of
the target region.

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR OBJECT
TRACKING

3.1 block relationship coefficient
In this paper, we propose a new coefficient called block re-
lationship coefficient (BRC) which represents the variation
around the current block. If the variation of block relation-
ship coefficient between current block and candidate block
in next frame is big, that means occlusion and interference is
strong in or around this block. Then the weight of this block
is decreased while it is voted on the most matched region in
next frame. On the contrary, the weight of block would be
increased if the variation of its block relationship coefficient
is small. The proposed coefficient can help tracking method
to reduce the influence of occlusion or posture variation, by
decreasing the weight of occluded blocks according to vari-
ation of block relationship coefficient.

In our method, the color histograms of current block and
its neighbor blocks are extracted. Where, neighbor blocks
are chosen as the upside, downside, left side and right side
blocks of the current block. After color histograms are ex-
tracted, the Bhattacharyya distance [14] is used to metric
the similarity of color histogram between current block and
its neighbors.

BCu = Bhattacharyya(Hist0,Histu) (4)

In formula (4), Hist0 represents the color histogram of cur-
rent block with standing for the color histogram of its upside
block. In the same way, we can get BCu, BCd, BCl, BCr

which represent the Bhattacharyya distances of color his-
togram between current block and its upside, downside, left
side and right side block respectively. In particle filter algo-
rithm, lots of particles are seeded in next frame for search-



ing the most matched object region. Each particle stands
for a candidate region, and each candidate region is divided
into same size blocks as same as current region. The Bhat-
tacharyya distance of color histogram between candidate

block and its neighbor blocks are calculated asBC
′
u, BC

′
d, BC

′
l

, BC
′
r . We can see from the picture below.

Figure 1: Illustration of BRC and BC of the current
block.

Block relationship coefficient is defined as the variation of
Bhattacharyya color histograms distance between blocks at
the same position in current region and candidate region.
Formula is shown as below.

BRCu = |1− BCu −BC
′
u

BCu
| BRCd = |1− BCd −BC

′
d

BCd
|

(5)

BRCu = |1− BCu −BC
′
u

BCu
| BRCd = |1− BCd −BC

′
d

BCd
|

(6)
From the formula (5 )and (6) we can see BRC can represent
the relationship between current block and its neighbors.
The smaller BRC is, the robuster the block is. That means
the interference to this block is small, so the weight of this
block is increased in voting process. The use of BRC can
help tracking algorithm to achieve a good performance in
condition of occlusion and abrupt posture variation.

3.2 proposed method’s strategy
The strategy of proposed method is shown as below: Step1.
The rectangle of targeted object region is defined by peo-
ple in the first frame. According to the rectangle size, cur-
rent region is divided into several blocks with same size.
Then the color histogram is extracted as the feature of each
block. For each block, calculate the Bhattacharyya distance
of color histogram between it and its neighbor blocks as
BCu, BCd, BCl, BCr.

Step2. Use particle filter to seed particles in next frame.
Each particle represents a candidate region which has the
same size with current region. Do the same operation to
candidate region as to current region to get the color his-
togram of each block. And calculate the Bhattacharyya dis-
tance of color histogram between it and its neighbor blocks

as BC
′
u, BC

′
d, BC

′
l , BC

′
r

Step3. Use BC and BC
′
to compute BRC of the two blocks

which local in the same position in current and candidate

region respectively. At the meantime, compute the color his-
togram Bhattacharyya distance of the two blocks, multiplied
by BRC as the weight in voting process.

Step4. Switch to step2 until all the particles are seeded.
Then all the blocks are voted to identify the most matched
region. The region whose weight is higher than other regions
is the most matched region. The rectangle of this region is
the tracking result of this method.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method is completed in MATLAB and runs
on a 2.5GHz i5-2450M Core PC with 8G memory. Standard
video sequences named ”caviar” and ”occlusion” are chosen
as the testing data in experiment. In order to show the
advantage of the proposed method based on BRC, the tra-
ditional particle filter tracking algorithm and blocking par-
ticle filter tracking algorithm [11] are used for comparison.
For convenience, they are represented by “traditional” and
“blocking” in the figures of experimental results. The three
tracking algorithms’ tracking results in video ”caviar” are
shown as Fig.1.

Figure 2: Tracking performance comparison of dif-
ferent algorithms in the “caviar” video sequence.

From Fig.2a and Fig.2b, we can see all the three algorithms
can track the object accurately when there is no occlusion
occurs to the object. However, if occlusion happens to the
targeted object, tracking accuracy of traditional and block-
ing particle algorithms would be influenced greatly. From
Fig.2c and Fig.2d we can see, the proposed method based
on BRC can track the object even half of the object is hidden
by occlusion. The proposed method has the better robust-
ness than other two algorithms.

Fig. 3a shows that all the algorithms can track the woman’s
face accurately in the beginning. From Fig. 3b, Fig. 3c and
Fig. 3d we can see that, while the woman’s face is covered
by the book, the accuracy of traditional and blocking par-
ticle filter algorithms is reduced. As the block relationship
coefficient reduces the influence of occlusion, the proposed



Figure 3: Tracking performance comparison of dif-
ferent algorithms in the “occlusion” video sequence.

method has good tacking performance in condition of occlu-
sion.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose the block relationship coefficient
which is used to increase the robustness of tracking algo-
rithm based on particle filter. The weight of each block
is identified according to the BRC while blocks are voted
on the most matched region in next frame. Experimental
results show that the proposed method can provide good
performance in object tracking process.
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